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INTRODUCTION

Labour are the one of the  important factor of 
production. And the price paid to the labour for its 
contribution to the process of production is called 
wages. There are different kinds of wages-

 Piece wage

 Time wage

 Cash wage

 Wage in kind

 Contract wage

# METHOD OF WAGE PAYMENT SYSTEM

1. Time wage system-

 Oldest and common system

 Certain period

 Wages paid after the fixed time

 Wages= nu of hrs working×Rate pr hr

 Suitability of time wage system-

* Quality of work is important

* When mental work is involved



* Job related to office or clerical work

* When collective effort of a group is necessary

* Demand higher degree of skills

* Where we use delicated and costly machines 
and   equipment

* Production process is complicated

Advantages

 Simple

 Feeling of security

 Equality of wages

 Better quality

 Less wastage

 Adaptability

 Acceptable to trade union

Disadvantages

 No relation between wages and productivity

 Lack of motivation

 Increased supervision

 Fixed wage bill

2. Piece wage system-



 Rate per unit of output is fixed in advance

 Average time taking assumption

 Earning depends upon speed and skill

 Wages= nu of units× rate per unit

 Also called straight piece rate system

 Suitability of piece wage system-

        * Repetitive nature of job

        * Productivity of the worker is to be increased

        * More physical work than mental

        * Where output can be measured and quality 
control system to discourage low quality

        * Doesn't require higher skill

Advantages

 Incentives for higher production

 Fairness

 Costing

 Lesser supervision

 Remedial transfer

 Economy

Disadvantages



 Low quality

 Insecurity to workers

 Strained industrial relation

 Difficulty in rate fixation

 More administrative work

 Wastage

 Health hazard

 Opposition by trade union

3. Incentives wage plan

A system of wage payment where both quality and 
quantity can be ensured.

It is the combination of both the system.

# Benefits of incentives wage plan-

 Better work flow

 Increase productivity

 Find out new methods to increase their 
productivity

 Lesser supervision

 Good industrial relation

 Morale of workers is increased



# Elements of a sound incentives wage plan-

 Sound policies

 Scientific system for fixing standard work load

 Workers' participation

 Guarantee of minimum wage

 Simplicity

 Wide coverage

 No upper limit

# kinds of incentives plan

 Individual incentive plan 

        1. Based on time

2. Based on productivity

 Group incentive plan

1. Priest man's plan

2. P/L sharing plan

# Based on time -

 Halsey plan

 Rowan plan

 Emerson plan

 Bedeaux plan



# Based on productivity

 Taylor plan

 Merrick plan

 Gantt plan
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